In this chapter, we investigate the problem of efficient wireless power transfer in wireless sensor networks where special mobile entities called Mobile Chargers, traverse the network and wirelessly replenish the energy of sensor nodes. The methods we present are distributed and use limited network information. More specifically, we propose four new protocols for efficient wireless charging while addressing key issues such as the identification of what are good coordination procedures and what are good trajectories for the Mobile Chargers. Two of our protocols (DC, DCLK) perform distributed, limited network knowledge coordination and charging, while two others (CC, CCGK) perform centralized, global network knowledge coordination and charging. As detailed simulations demonstrate, one of our distributed protocols outperforms a known state-of-the-art method, while its performance gets quite close to the performance of the powerful centralized global knowledge method.
More specifically, (a) we first distinguish two fundamental network operations, Mobile Chargers' coordination and node charging (b) taking into account the capability of both centralized and distributed processing we design selected Mobile Chargers' coordination alternatives that efficiently split the network area and assign subregions to the Mobile Chargers (c) assuming different levels of network knowledge we design different charging traversal strategies employed by the Mobile Chargers in their region of interest.
We provide four new coordination and charging protocols based on their network knowledge (from global to local and to the absence of knowledge) and their processing ability (from distributed to centralized). The CC and DC protocols perform centralized and distributed coordination respectively with no network knowledge, the DCLK protocol performs distributed coordination with local knowledge and the CCGK protocol performs centralized coordination with global knowledge. Actually, we view the CCGK protocol as a kind of performance upper bound to which the two distributed, partial knowledge protocols are compared with.
Related Work and Comparison
Recently there has been much research effort in the field of Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Networks using a single Mobile Charger. In [11] , the authors build a proofof-concept prototype using a wireless power charger installed on a robot and sensor nodes equipped with wireless power receivers and carry out experiments on the prototype to evaluate its performance in small-scale networks of up to ten nodes. In [13] , the authors introduce the necessary and sufficient conditions such that the wireless charging problem can be studied as an optimization problem, with the objective of maximizing the ratio of the Mobile Charger's vacation time over the network traveling time. In [2, 3] , the authors study the impact of the charging process to the network lifetime for selected routing alternatives by proposing protocols that locally adapt the trajectory of the Mobile Charger to several network properties. In [17] , the authors co-locate the mobile base station on the Mobile Charger and minimize the energy consumption of the entire system while ensuring none of the sensor nodes runs out of energy. All above works are advancing the topic, but do not address the capability of a network to support more than one Mobile Chargers. Such a capability could be vital for the lifetime prolongation of large networks that consist of several thousand nodes (and thus their maintenance is not feasible using one single Mobile Charger).
On the other hand, in the field of Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Networks using multiple Mobile Chargers there has been limited research effort. In [18] the authors introduce collaborative mobile charging, where Mobile Chargers are allowed to charge each other (in our case, the model is different since we do not address Mobile Chargers charging each other). They investigate the problem of scheduling multiple Mobile Chargers which collaboratively charge nodes over one-dimensional wireless sensor networks, to maximize the ratio of the amount of payload energy to overhead energy, such that no sensor runs out of energy but in contrast to our work, they restrict their algorithms only in line-graphs. In [4] , the authors consider the minimum number of Mobile Chargers problem in a general two-dimensional network so as to keep the network running forever. They partition the sensor nodes in subsets such that any Mobile Charger, at each own period, visits its corresponding sensors, charges them and then gets back to the base station to charge its own battery. In [9] , the authors use Mobile Chargers for energy replenishment of robots in robotic sensor networks. Observing the discrepancy between the charging latency of robots and charger travel distance, they propose a tree-based charging schedule for the charger, which minimizes its travel distance without causing the robot energy depletion. They evaluate its performance and show its closeness to the optimal solutions. In [10] and [15] the authors nicely leverage concepts and mechanisms from NDN (Named Data Networking) to design energy monitoring protocols that deliver energy status information to Mobile Chargers in an efficient manner. They interestingly study how to minimize the total traveling cost of multiple Mobile Chargers while ensuring no node failure and derive theoretical results on the minimum number of mobile vehicles required for perpetual network operations. They present a sophisticated heuristic algorithm and conduct simulations to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed design but in contrast to our approach, they propose only one charging scheme of simple charger coordination and node selection procedures, i.e. they do not really elaborate on the coordination aspect. Also, unlike our work, in both above approaches, the chargers' coordination is performed centrally and not distributively. That may not be considered realistic in large-scale networks as it introduces high communication overhead (i.e. every charger has to propagate its status over large distances) and does not scale well with network size. We have chosen to compare with the protocol presented in [15] , for comparison fairness in terms of similar model assumptions.
The Model
Our model features three types of devices: stationary sensors, Mobile Chargers and one stationary Sink as illustrated in Fig. 15 .1. We assume that there are N sensors of wireless communication range r distributed at random in a circular area (we investigate two cases, uniform distributions and nonuniform distribution) A of radius R and K Mobile Chargers initially deployed at the center of their area, i.e. at coordinates
of the circular area (dots in Fig. 15 .2a), where j = 1, 2, ..., K . Since the protocols run for a long time and the initialization happens only once, the initial position of the Mobile Chargers is not a crucial parameter, i.e. it could be the center of the circular area as well. The Sink lies at the center of the circular area. In our model we assume that the Mobile Chargers do not perform any data gathering process. We denote by E total the total available energy in the network. Initially,
where E sensors is the amount of energy shared among the sensor nodes and E MC (t init ) is the total amount of energy that the Mobile Chargers have and may deliver to the network by charging sensor nodes. The maximum amount of energy that a single node and a single Mobile Charger may store is E max sensor and E max MC respectively. Energy is split among the sensor nodes and the Mobile Chargers as follows: In our model, the charging is performed point-to-point, i.e. only one sensor may be charged at a time from a Mobile Charger by approaching it at a very close distance so that the charging process has maximum efficiency. The time that elapses while the Mobile Charger moves from one sensor to another is considered to be very small when compared to the charging time; still the trajectory followed (and particularly its length) is of interest to us, since it may capture diverse cost aspects, like gas or electric power needed for Mobile Charger's movement. We assume that the charging time is equal for every sensor and independent of its battery status.
We assume a quite heterogeneous data generation model. Each sensor node chooses independently a relative data generation rate λ i ∈ [a, b] (where a, b constant values) according to the uniform distribution U [a, b]. Values of λ i close to a imply low data generation rate and values close to b imply high data generation rate. The routing protocol operates at the network layer, so we are assuming appropriate underlying data-link, MAC and physical layers. We refer to [5, 7] for greedy, single path, underlying routing protocol.
To transmit a k-bit message, the radio expends E τ (k) = ε trans · k and to receive a k-bit message, the radio expends E R (k) = ε recv · k where ε trans and ε recv are constants. As usual, the power needed to transmit a message at distance d is roughly d c where 2 ≤ c ≤ 6 is a constant; for simplicity we take c = 2.
Placement heterogeneity. We virtually divide the network into 2R/r co-centric rings and 2π/φ Slices. A Sector is defined as the intersection of a specific ring and Slice. For example, in Fig. 15 .2a the network is divided into eight Slices (φ = π/4) and Fig. 15 .2b illustrates the separation of a Slice into Sectors. In this figure, the Slice contains five Sectors, resulting in a total of 40 Sectors in the network. We consider random instances of the following quite general model of nonuniform deployment: Denote by S i j the Sector corresponding to the intersection of Slice i and ring j as shown in Fig. 15 .2b. Let b > 1 be an arbitrary constant. Each Sector S i j chooses independently a number δ i j ∈ [1, b] according to the uniform distribution U [1, b]. We will refer to the number δ i j as the relative density of Sector S i j . Values of δ i j close to 1 imply low relative density and values close to b imply high relative density. By combining the knowledge about the total number of sensors in the network N , together with the relative density δ i j and the area A i j of every Sector, we compute the number of nodes n i j deployed in Sector S i j by the following formula:
where N = i, j n i j . Finally, we scatter n i j nodes in the area corresponding to Sector S i j . The fraction of the actual densities of two Sectors S i j and S i j is exactly
Furthermore, if all Sectors have the same relative density (i.e. δ i j = δ i j , for all i , j ), we get the uniform deployment. An example of nonuniform network deployment is shown in Fig. 15 .13.
Demarcated Protocol Phases
In contrast to other known works, we split the charging process in two phases, the coordination phase and the charging phase. The demarcation of the Mobile Chargers' operations in phases allows us to focus on each aspect separately and fine-tune the protocols more precisely. Coordination Phase. A Mobile Charger's energy is consumed a s it replenishes the energy of the sensor nodes. The energy dissipation rate among Mobile Chargers may not be the same, since the nonuniform generation rate of events can eventually lead to stressed network regions and burden some Mobile Chargers more than others. For this reason, the Mobile Chargers periodically communicate with each other and deal out their charging regions fairly (for example, a weaker Mobile Charger in terms of energy should be assigned to a smaller network region). This coordination process can be achieved either in a centralized or a distributed manner.
In the centralized case, the coordination is performed using information from all K Mobile Chargers. We assume that the calculations for this type of coordination are performed by a computationally powerful network entity, e.g. the Sink. Centralized coordination is generally more powerful than distributed coordination, thus centralized protocols' performance serves as an upper bound on performance which the distributed methods are compared to. In the distributed case, a Mobile Charger is informed about the status of its neighboring Mobile Chargers resulting in a more secluded coordination between close Mobile Chargers.
Charging Phase. Charging traversal alternatives have been widely studied in the case of a single Mobile Charger. In our approach, where the Mobile Charger's operation is dual, we give emphasis to the amount of knowledge possessed by protocols in terms of locality. In order to appropriately design the charging phase of a protocol we distinguish the protocol's knowledge amount among global knowledge, local knowledge, no knowledge and reactive knowledge.
In the case of global knowledge, we suppose that a Mobile Charger can use information from all over the network (sensor nodes and other Mobile Chargers). Such an amount of knowledge makes the Mobile Charger powerful but it may be unrealistic in large networks and do not scale well with network size. On the contrary, in the more realistic case of local knowledge, a Mobile Charger is allowed to use limited information derived from its neighborhood. We consider a Mobile Charger to be "blind" when it has no knowledge on the network and thus cannot use a sophisticated charging method. The reactive knowledge is a special case of real-time acquisition of global knowledge, by receiving messages from a subset of nodes while the information refers to all set of nodes. Note that the amount of knowledge can also be diversified in the coordination phase, among the Mobile Chargers.
The Protocols
We present four new Mobile Chargers protocols and another, state-of-the-art protocol ( [15] ) that we compare with. Protocol's details are presented in short in Table 15 .1.
Distributed Coordination Protocol DC
Coordination phase. The DC protocol performs distributed coordination among Mobile Chargers and assumes no network knowledge. We split the network area in Slices as shown in Fig. 15 .2a and assign one Slice per charger. Angle φ j corresponds to the central angle of jth Mobile Charger's Slice. The Mobile Chargers distributively define their Slice boundaries (i.e. the two radii that define the Slice), according to the size of the region each one can handle, w.r.t. their energy status. Each Mobile Charger can shift its right and left Slice boundaries resulting in either a widening or a shrinkage of the region of interest. This task is performed distributively and each region boundaries change is determined through a cooperation of each pair of adjacent Mobile Chargers. A boundary change of j's region is expressed as a change of φ j . Figure 15 .3 depicts the coordination procedure. More specifically, Fig. 15 .3a depicts the region of the Mobile Charger j before the coordination phase. Figure 15 .3b depicts the angle's change after the communication with the left and right neighbors (Δφ l j and Δφ r j respectively) during the coordination phase. Figure 15 .3c depicts the new angle i.e. the new region of the Mobile Charger after the coordination phase.
The coordination process uses two critical Mobile Chargers' parameters for definition of the region of interest, the Mobile Charger's current energy level E j and the Mobile Charger's energy consumption rate since the last coordination ρ j . The changes Δφ l j and Δφ r j of φ j for the Slice's left boundary and for the Slice's right boundary are defined by the Algorithms 6 and 7 respectively.
Algorithm 6:
The change Δφ l j of φ j for the Slice's left boundary
The new angle (denoted by φ j ) is computed as φ j = φ j + Δφ l j + Δφ r j . Note that, between two adjacent Mobile Chargers j 1 and j 2 , the change of their common Slice boundary (i.e. the common radii) is Δφ r j 1 = −Δφ l j 2 so that the Mobile Charger with the lower energy level provides its neighbor with a portion of its region of interest. Also, it is their energy level that determines which charger should reduce its region of interest and the energy consumption rate that determines the size of the reduced area. The size of the angle change is not computed by considering the energy levels of the two chargers because energy consumption rate shows how quickly will this energy level be reduced. For example, if ρ j is high then j's Slice is critical, causing a rapid Algorithm 7: The change Δφ r j of φ j for the Slice's right boundary
end if
Output: Δφ r j reduction of E j , independently of its current level. The above angle computations are performed simultaneously by all Mobile Chargers. Charging phase. During this phase, Mobile Charger j traverses the network region it is assigned to (Slice defined by angle φ j ) and charges the corresponding sensor nodes. The CC protocol assumes no knowledge on the network. For this reason the path followed by the Mobile Charger is restricted to several naive alternatives (some presented in [3] ). In our approach we use a "blind" scanning of the region where the Mobile Charger starts form the Sink and traverses an exhaustive path until it reaches the boundaries of the network area. The advantage of this movement is that due to its space filling attributes, the Mobile Charger covers the whole Slice and almost every node is charged, until the energy of the Mobile Charger is totally depleted. On the other hand, due to lack of knowledge, this movement is not adaptive, i.e. it does not take into account differences of the energy depletion rates of the network area caused by the underlying message propagation.
Centralized Coordination Protocol CC
The CC protocol performs centralized coordination among the Mobile Chargers and assumes no knowledge on the network. In particular, the coordination process is able to use information from all Mobile Chargers (energy status, position, etc.), but is agnostic of the underlying network and sensor nodes attributes (energy status, position, etc.). This approach virtually partitions the network elements in two completely separate levels, the Mobile Chargers level and the sensor nodes level. Coordination phase. Each Mobile Charger is assigned to a network region. Since the initial Mobile Charger's deployment coordinates are
where j = 1, 2, ..., K , we can split the network area in Slices, as shown in Fig. 15 .2a (example for K = 8 Mobile Chargers), with one charger assigned to each Slice. When the coordination process is initialized, the region of each charger is computed. Each Mobile Charger should be assigned to a region of size analogous to its current energy level, so that the energy dissipation among the Mobile Chargers is balanced. In order to compute the size of the region of Mobile Charger j, it suffices to compute the central angle φ j corresponding to the Mobile Charger's Slice. In particular
Charging phase. Since this protocol operates under the no knowledge assumption, the charging phase follows the same pattern with the DC protocol (Slice scanning).
Distributed Coordination Local Knowledge Protocol DCLK
The DCLK protocol performs a distributed coordination phase and uses local knowledge to perform the charging phase. Coordination phase. The coordination phase follows the same pattern with the coordination phase of DC protocol (distributed φ j angle computation).
Charging phase. The DCLK protocol operates with local knowledge assumption. The Slice corresponding to Mobile Charger j is divided into k Sectors S jk of the same width as shown in Fig. 15 .2b. Mobile Charger j prioritizes its Sectors w.r.t. high number of sensor nodes with low level of residual energy. 
where N (e) is the number of nodes with energy level e.
Charger j charges Sector S jk which maximizes the product
The intuition behind this charging process is the grouping of nodes in each Slice and the selection of a critical group. A critical group is a Sector containing a large number of sensor nodes that require more energy than other nodes throughout the network.
Centralized Coordination Reactive Knowledge Protocol CCRK ([15])
The CCRK protocol acquires global knowledge in exchange for some in-network message aggregation. The Mobile Chargers obtain the most up-to-date energy information from sensor nodes and make decisions in real time. The energy information is aggregated by several special nodes in the network that act as representatives of partitioned network regions. We denote by S the number of the representative nodes. Coordination phase. Mobile Chargers communicate with each other to know their positions. To avoid conflicts where multiple Mobile Chargers choose the same node for charge, the Sink stores and updates the availability of each node. The procedure is similar to that for shared memory access in operating systems, e.g. see [14] , p. 125. The Sink maintains a 0 − 1 valued node list. Once a sensor node is chosen, its value is set to 1 (locked). Otherwise, it is 0. The value should be changed back from 1 to 0 when a Mobile Charger finishes charging that node. A Mobile Charger can simply communicate with the Sink, exclude nodes already selected by other Mobile Chargers, and notify the Sink of the status of nodes it chooses.
Charging phase. Two important metrics impact the charging order between node i and node i : the traveling time between node i to node i , and their residual lifetime L i and L i . If node i has a small L i such that it would be dead if a Mobile Charger charges node i first, node i should be visited first. In this protocol we use a weighted sum of traveling time from current node i to next node i and the residual lifetime of node i ,
w ii is used to decide which node i to charge next. A sensor node with a smaller weighted value should be visited at a higher priority. When β = 1, the algorithm reduces to nearest node selection that the Mobile Chargers always charge the closest node first regardless of battery deadlines; when β = 0, it picks the node with the earliest battery deadline first regardless of the traveling distance.
Centralized Coordination Global Knowledge Protocol CCGK
The CCGK protocol, similar to the CC protocol, performs centralized coordination. However, the assumption of global knowledge on the network further extends the Mobile Chargers' abilities. For this reason, it is expected to outperform all other strategies that use only local information, thus somehow representing a performance bound. The global knowledge assumption would be unrealistic for real large-scale networks, as it introduces large communication overhead (i.e. nodes and Mobile Chargers have to propagate their status over large distances). Coordination phase. Instead of using the same coordination process with the CC protocol, we integrate the global knowledge assumption in the coordination phase. As a result, the network is not partitioned in two separate levels (Mobile Chargers, sensor nodes) and the Mobile Chargers are allowed to use network information during this phase. Each Mobile Charger is assigned to a network region. The region of interest of Mobile Charger j is a cluster of nodes. Node i belongs to the cluster of Mobile Charger
where dist i j is the distance between node i and Mobile Charger j and E j the residual energy of Mobile Charger j (E j > 0). In other words, a node selects a Mobile Charger which is close and has high amount of energy. If a Mobile Charger's energy level is low, it may not be able to charge the node. Also, if the distance between the node and the Mobile Charger is long, then the Mobile Charger will waste a lot of energy for movement. Moreover, because of long distance, the traveling time is long too and thus, the node may die before the Mobile Chargers arrives to its position. The two factors of the product are normalized. That is to avoid elimination of the product from one possible zero factor, which may result in prioritizing the wrong Mobile Charger . For example, for a node i if there is a Mobile Charger j that has no energy then the factor E j E max MC would be zero and the node would choose to belong to its cluster (since is chooses the Mobile Charger with min product). In contrast, when the factor is of the normalized form 2 − E j E max MC , then the value of the factor would be 2 (maximized) and thus the node would avoid this Mobile Charger . For the distance factor the normalization is used in order to avoid the product to be eliminated as well. Thus, between two Mobile Chargers that are close to the node, the latter should choose the Mobile Charger with higher battery supplies.
Note that the centralized computation of the Mobile Charger's region in the CCGK protocol is more powerful compared to other methods, since it uses information about the distance among every Mobile Charger with every node.
Charging phase. The global knowledge charging phase that we suggest uses energy and distance in a ranking function. In each round the Mobile Charger moves to the sensor in the corresponding cluster, that minimizes the product of each node's energy times its distance from the current position of the Mobile Charger. More specifically, in each moving step the Mobile Charger j charges node
where E i is the residual energy of sensor node i. In other words, this protocol prioritizes nodes with low energy and small distance to the Mobile Charger. Both of the two factors have the same weight in the product, i.e. there is no any dominant factor. The Mobile Charger computes the product for each node (in its cluster) and selects to charge the one which minimizes the product.
Cost Analysis
There are three kind of costs that are responsible for energy dissipation of the Mobile Chargers, the movement cost, the charging cost and the communication cost.
Movement Cost
Movement cost refers to the amount of energy that Mobile Chargers dissipate for movement in order to charge sensor nodes. We assume that Mobile Chargers have only one energy pool which is used both for movement and for charging.
In our simulations, we have not taken into account the movement cost directly, i.e. we do not calculate how much energy is spent for movement but we have calculated how much distance has each Mobile Charger traveled, which provides an estimation of the cost. More specifically, using the same assumptions for the Mobile Chargers with that in [16] (i.e. they carry high density battery packs (12A, 5V) and weight 20lbs) and the battery calculator in [1] we provide in Fig. 15.4 an estimation of the energy spent for the Mobile Chargers' movement throughout the network for all 
Charging Cost
Charging cost refers to the amount of energy dissipated to charge sensor nodes. This cost can be distinguished in two kinds, the beneficial charging cost which is the energy obtained by sensor nodes and the wasted charging cost which is the energy wasted because of losses due to wireless power transfer technology. In this work we assume that there is no any energy loss during the charging procedure and the charging cost equals to beneficial energy cost.
Communication Cost
Communication cost refers to the amount of energy dissipated by a Mobile Charger in order to get informed about the energy status of the sensor nodes. This cost depends on two quantities. The first one is the number of messages that Mobile Chargers send and receive and the second one is the distances between the sensor nodes and the Mobile Chargers since the message transmission cost is analogous to the square of their distance. The communication cost is based both on coordination and on charging procedure. An analysis of the communication cost of our proposed protocols is provided below.
Communication Cost Analysis of CCGK protocol
Coordination phase. The Mobile Chargers are informed about the energy status of all sensor nodes. In this case, the number of messages of each Mobile Charger is O(N ) and the total number of messages is O(K N). Also, the transmission distances between a Mobile Charger and a node may vary (∈ [0, 2R]) A relevant small-scale example of eight nodes and eight Mobile Chargers is depicted in Fig. 15.5a .
Charging phase. Each Mobile Charger receives messages about energy status of each node that belong to its group and thus, the total number of messages is O(N ). The transmission distances are relatively small, since it is a factor that affects the cluster construction. Figure 15 .5b depicts an example according to the charging phase of the protocol. 
Communication Cost Analysis of DCLK protocol
Coordination phase. Each Mobile Charger communicate with its two adjacent Mobile Chargers. Thus, the total number of transmitted messages is O(K ). Also, the distances between the adjacent Mobile Chargers are relatively small as depicted in Fig. 15.6a .
Charging phase. Each Mobile Charger is informed about the energy status of the sensor nodes that belong to its Slice at each time period. The expected amount of nodes in each Slice is N K since there are K Slices, one for each Mobile Charger. Thus, the total number of messages is O(K N K ) = O(N ). However, this number of messages is not transmitted at each time slot as in CCGK but at each time period. In order to provide local knowledge, Slice size should be small enough. Considering that the network radius is R, we assume that in local knowledge the distance between a node and a Mobile Charger should exceed this value. Since there are K Slices, each Slice has an central angle A = 2π K (in radians). The length of an arc of a central angle A is = 2π R A 2π = R A. Thus, the distance is = R 2π K . In order to ensure that the maximum node-charger distance in each Slice is at most R, the following inequality should hold:
As a result, the distances in local knowledge are in [0, R]. Figure 15 .6b depicts the communication distances between the nodes and the Mobile Chargers in charging phase.
Communication Cost Analysis of CC protocol
Coordination phase. Each Mobile Charger sends to the Sink its available energy and receives the value of its angle. The number of messages is O(K ) and the distances are in [0, R]. Charging phase. The Mobile Chargers obtain no network knowledge and perform "blind" scanning. Thus there is not any communication cost.
Communication Cost Analysis of DC protocol
Coordination phase. Each Mobile Charger communicates with its two adjacent Mobile Chargers. Thus, the number of transmitted messages is O(K ). Also, the distances between the adjacent Mobile Chargers are relatively small. Charging phase. The Mobile Chargers obtain no network knowledge and perform "blind" scanning. Thus there is not any communication cost.
Communication Cost Results
It is clear that the lower the knowledge level is, the lower the communication cost becomes, since both the number of messages and the distances between nodes and Mobile Chargers are reduced. Thus, in our simulation results we can make useful conclusions about protocols, e.g. if two protocols achieve the same performance on a specific metric, the protocol with lower knowledge level is considered more efficient.
We conducted simulations to verify the above analysis on the number of messages that are sent and received by the Mobile Chargers. Figure 15 .7 depicts the amount of messages that are spent by all Mobile Chargers throughout our simulations for both uniform and nonuniform network deployment. As shown in this figure, the DC and CC protocols which use no network knowledge achieve the lower number of messages sent throughout the simulation. The CCGK protocol achieves higher number of messages than the DCLK protocol since each Mobile Chargers communicates with each sensor node in the coordination phase. Also, the cost of each message is higher because the distances between nodes and chargers are larger. 
Experimental Evaluation
The simulation environment for conducting the experiments is Matlab 7.11. The Sink is placed at the center (x, y) = (0, 0) of the circular deployment area. The number of sensors is set to 2000 and the number of Mobile Chargers to 6. We simulate experiments of 4000 generated events. For statistical smoothness, we apply several times the deployment of nodes in the network and repeat each experiment 100 times. For each experiment we simulate large numbers of data propagations and the average value is taken. The statistical analysis of the findings (the median, lower and upper quartiles, outliers of the samples) demonstrate very high concentration around the mean, so in the following Figures we only depict average values. Since the N sensors are uniformly distributed in the circular area A of radius R, we apply a well-known connectivity threshold, in order to maximize the probability that the produced random instances are connected. More strictly, since A ⊂ R 2 , an instance of the random geometric graphs model G (X N ; r ) is constructed as follows: select N points X N uniformly at random in A . The set V = X N is the set of vertices of the graph and we connect two vertices if their Euclidean distance is at most r . In [8, 12] it is shown that the connectivity threshold for G (X N ; r ) is
We consider random instances of G (X N ; r ) of varying density, by selecting
for different values of c > 1, which guarantees that the produced random instance is connected with high probability.
We focus on the following performance metrics: (a) alive nodes over time, that is the number of nodes with enough residual energy to operate, during the progress of the experiment, (b) connected components over time which indicates the number of strongly connected components of the network graph throughout the experiment (c) routing robustness and average routing robustness, in terms of the nodes' average alive neighbors during the progress of the experiment, (d) coverage aging, that is the average coverage number (number of sensors having the point in their range) of 1000 randomly selected points in the network over time and (e) distance traveled per Mobile Charger and total distance traveled by all Mobile Chargers.
We design energy efficient protocols for both uniform and nonuniform network deployments. Our main goal is to manage the available energy efficiently. In all simulations that are performed in this section, we assume that the energy is dissipated only for charging purposes, i.e. we do not take into consideration the movement and communication cost. The total energy of the Mobile Chargers is transferred to sensor nodes through our proposed recharging protocols.
Uniform Network Deployment

Protocols' Impact on Network Properties
(i) The application of charging protocols results in a great reduction in the overall death rate of the network (in terms of alive nodes over time), as shown in Fig. 15 .8a. The CCGK as expected outperforms all other protocols and rather serves as an upper bound of their performance. The power of CCGK comes from the great amount of knowledge it assumes and from the robust centralized coordination of the Mobile Chargers. The DCLK protocol, with limited network knowledge is an efficient distributed alternative, since it manages to achieve a performance close to the upper bound and outperform the reactive CCRK protocol. CC and DC protocols which assume no network knowledge are outperformed by other protocols. Note that the upward curve of the DC protocol after 1500 generated events indicates a temporary starvation, after which the Mobile Chargers revive some of the dead nodes when passing by areas with high amounts of dead nodes.
The CCGK protocol achieves the lowest death rate since it computes which node to charge next based on both its distance from the node and on the energy status of the node. In contrast, CC and DC protocols use just the distance property for the relevant choice, so the weak nodes that are also far away from the Mobile Charger may deplete their energy. DCLK protocol separates each Slice into Sectors and the Mobile Charger chooses to charge the nodes of the most critical Sector. This procedure may incur higher traveling distance since it may change Sectors more often than the CCGK protocol which minimizes the covered distance each time (see Fig. 15.12 ).
(ii) Routing robustness is critical for wireless sensor networks, as all data collected have to be sent to the Sink. Path breakage occurs frequently due to node failure, mobility or channel impairments, so the maintenance of a path from each node to a control center is a challenging task. A way of addressing the routing robustness of a wireless sensor network is by counting the number of its alive neighbors over time for each node. This can be seen as an implicit measure of network connectivity. For our protocols, the average number of alive neighbors is depicted in Fig. 15 .8b. A more detailed evolution of the network's routing robustness is depicted in Fig. 15.9 . The average routing robustness follows the same pattern as the death rate of nodes in the network. This is natural, since more dead nodes in the network result in loss of neighbors for each node. In Fig. 15.9 we can see that in the no charger case the black bar (representing number of neighbors <7) is increasing, while the white bar (number of alive neighbors >16) is rapidly decreasing. On the other hand, CCGK, CCRK and DCLK protocols achieve reliable routing robustness.
(iii) Similar to the routing robustness, the number of strongly connected graph components is an overall measure of connectivity quality in a wireless sensor network. Disconnected components are unable to communicate with each other and support efficient data propagation, resulting in high data delivery failures. A strategy of improving data delivery latency is the maintenance of a small number of connected components in the network. High numbers of components may lead to isolation of Figure 15 .8c depicts the evolution of the number of network components throughout the experiments. As we noted earlier, DC and CC protocols lead to a higher node death rate in comparison to CCRK and DCLK protocols, a fact that results in early disconnections and sharp increase of connected components. The powerful CCGK maintains a single strongly connected component for much longer.
(iv) Point coverage problem regards the assurance that some selected points in the network are covered by an adequate number of sensors and is an important aspect in numerous wireless sensor networks functionalities (e.g. localization, tracking, etc.). A point that is covered by k sensors is called k-covered. In Fig. 15.10 we can see the coverage aging of 1000 randomly selected points scattered throughout the network. We examine how many points are <2-covered, 2-covered, 3-covered and >3-covered for 4000 generated events. Each bar in the plot represents a number of the covered points. In the no charger case, the number of <2-covered points is increasing in contrast to the number of >3-covered points that is decreasing. CCGK, DCLK and CCRK protocols improve the network coverage by reducing the rate that the coverage of >3-covered points is decreasing. The absolute difference of the number of <2covered and >3-covered points, between different time instances, is not increasing quickly, compared to the no charger case.
The Impact of Knowledge
An important fact that comes up from the observation of the aforementioned metrics is that the CC and DC protocols are outperformed by their improved alternatives, CCGK and DCLK. The CC protocol, which uses a strong, centralized computation in order to calculate the regions of interest for the Mobile Chargers, is outperformed even by the DCLK protocol that employs distributed computation (but assumes more knowledge on the network). This leads to the conclusion that the nature of the coordination procedure is less significant than the design of the charging traversal, when the latter relies on a greater amount of knowledge. Of course, when assuming the same amount of knowledge, the coordination procedure is still important (e.g. CC vs. DC).
Also, the comparison between CCGK and CCRK protocols enlightens us about the size of the impact for acquiring knowledge on the network w.r.t. energy cost. The CCRK protocol is provided with global knowledge on the network but (in contrast to CCGK) the information maintenance relies on an underlying message propagation mechanism which is dissipating node and charger energy. As shown by the experimental evaluation, the degradation from global knowledge to local knowledge assumption (DCLK) is more efficient than a costly acquisition of global knowledge. This is why, although in our simulations we do not calculate the communication cost between the Mobile Chargers and the nodes, we calculate the cost of the node-to-node communication. This cost is similar to the one introduced by the underlying routing protocol that is used by the nodes for data propagation. However, in the CCRK protocol, the representative nodes communicate with the nodes in their group more frequently, in order to collect their important status information and thus, they are dissipating their energy with a higher rate. This may lead to a higher node death rate, higher number of connected components, etc. This communication overhead is the reason of the worse CCRK performance compared to DCLK.
Traveling Distance
Traveling distance of the Mobile Chargers indirectly reflects the efficiency of the coordination procedure and the charging process. Although the investigation of traveled distance does not display the impact on crucial network parameters, it can lead to useful conclusions about the balance of the Mobile Chargers activity.
Also, traveling distance can be associated with relevant cost for movement as presented in Sect. 15.6.1. Figure 15 .12 depicts the total distance traveled by all (six) Mobile Chargers in the network. It is clear that CCGK, CCRK and DCLK protocols achieve the required charging process by traveling less distance than DC and CC protocols. Figure 15 .11 is comprised of five piecharts, one per protocol. A piechart consists of Slices, the size of which is proportional to the distance traveled by the corresponding Mobile Charger. We observe that in contrast to DC and CC protocols, CCGK, CCRK and DCLK protocols achieve balanced distribution of traveled distance among the Mobile Chargers.
Nonuniform Network Deployment
We examine the performance of our protocols in networks where the deployment of the sensor nodes is nonuniform (follows the heterogeneous placement described in Sect. 15.3) . This scenario is more realistic in large scale, real-life, sensor networks. The protocol's performance over the various metrics share some similarities with the uniform case.
Protocol's Impact on Network Properties
(i) Alive nodes over time. As shown in Fig. 15 .14a, the most powerful protocol, CCGK, still outperforms all other protocols. Furthermore, the number of alive nodes in the DCLK protocol decreases with a very low rate indicating that the protocol's charging process that partitions the Slices into Sectors and charges the nodes of the most critical Sector, achieves a balanced energy consumption between the sensor nodes. The DC protocol, which assumes no network knowledge and has a distributed coordination procedure, achieves the worst performance, which in the nonuniform case is even worse, since it is quite close to the no charger protocol. Also, the number of alive nodes in the CC protocol is much higher than in the DC protocol. Since both protocols are not using any knowledge, the difference in their performance is due to the coordination procedure, which in CC is centralized and in DC is distributed.
(ii) Routing Robustness. The average routing robustness, as shown in Fig. 15 .14b, follows the same pattern with the lifetime of the network, indicating that the higher the level of knowledge is, the more reliable the provided routing robustness becomes. In Fig. 15.15 , a detailed evolution of the routing robustness is provided. The no charger case results in the worst performance (the black bar increases rapidly) as the number of generated events is increasing. In contrast, the CCGK protocol achieves the best performance since it maintains high robustness. DCLK and CCRK protocols also achieve high robustness by maintaining a high number of alive neighbors (>12-alive neighbors as well as >16-alive neighbors) and a low increase on black bar (which represents <7-alive neighbors). (iii) Strongly connected components. This metric is the one affected the most by the nonuniform node deployment. As shown in Fig. 15.14c , the difference between the protocols' performance is similar to the uniform case, i.e. the order of the protocols based on their performance is the same. Four of the protocols begin to increase the number of connected components after some time (and not earlier as in the uniform case) but they achieve similar number of components at the end of the simulation. This indicates that the number of components increases with higher rate. Also, the CCGK, CCRK and DCLK protocols begin to increase the number of components earlier than in the uniform case (and with a higher rate). (iv) Point coverage. In the nonuniform network deployment, there may be some parts of the network that are more sparse than others and the points belonging in these areas will be uncovered earlier, i.e. there will not be any alive nodes to collect their generated data. As shown in Fig. 15.16 , the three protocols that assume large amount of network knowledge, manage to keep a high point coverage level, i.e. the black bar depicting the number of points covered by < 7 nodes is not increasing with a high rate. More specifically, the CC and CCRK achieve better performance than in the uniform case. In contrast, DC and no charger are not able to maintain good coverage levels and increase the black bar rapidly. The increase on the DC protocol is higher than the corresponding increase in the uniform case.
Impact of Knowledge
The following observation in the uniform case is also valid in the nonuniform case. The higher the amount of knowledge is, the better the protocol's performance achieved (for the same coordination procedure). This is natural since protocols with higher knowledge amounts exploit more efficiently the network resources. 
Traveling Distance
In the nonuniform case, (similarly to the uniform), when using the CC and DC protocols that are not exploiting any network knowledge, there are some Mobile Chargers that cover much longer distance than others. As shown in Fig. 15.17 traveled by all Mobile Chargers for each protocol, is higher that the corresponding distance traveled in the uniform network deployment. Despite the fact that the nodes are nonuniformly deployed, the distribution of the total distance traveled among all Mobile Chargers is quite similar to the corresponding distribution of the uniform case. As is shown in Fig. 15.18 , the CCGK, CCRK and DCLK protocols perform a more balanced distribution of total traveled distance between the Mobile Chargers than the CC and the DC protocols. As we can see, CC and DC not only lead to an unbalanced distribution of traveled distance among the Mobile Chargers ( Fig. 15.18 ) but also have larger traveled distance compared to other protocols ( Fig. 15.17 ).
Summary of Differences Between Impact on Uniform and Nonuniform Node Deployment
We compared the protocols both on networks with uniform node deployment and on networks with nonuniform node deployment. The simulation results demonstrated that the protocols' performance on the various metrics on the two networks have a lot of similarities. In general, in most metrics the ordering of the protocols by their performance is the same. Differences exist mostly on the exact values of the metrics. More specifically, the differences in each metric are the following. In the alive nodes over time metric, the CCRK protocol achieves better performance in the nonuniform case than in the uniform one throughout almost the whole experiment. After that, the death rate is very high. Also, in this time interval it outperforms the DCLK protocol while in the uniform case the DCLK always achieves a better performance. In the average routing robustness metric, the differences are the same as with the previous metric since these two metrics are related. In the routing robustness metric, the DC, DCLK and CC protocols show great differences. In the nonuniform case, the DC and DCLK achieve inefficient routing robustness while the CC achieves better performance. In strongly connected components metric (nonuniform case), the no charger and DC protocols improve their performance since they keep one connected component for long time. In contrast, in the uniform case, the same protocols increase the number of connected components since the beginning of the experiment. Unlike the above protocols, the CCGK, CCRK and DCLK protocols, start to increase the number of components earlier than in the uniform case. Furthermore, in the point coverage metric, in the nonuniform case, the DC protocols increase the uncovered points with a higher rate compared to the uniform case. On the contrary, the CC and CCRK protocols, manage to keep more nodes alive to cover the points than in the uniform case. Comparing the distance traveled metric, in the nonuniform case all protocols cover longer distance than that in the uniform case. Also, in the uniform case the CCGK protocol has covered the shortest distance while in the nonuniform case the CCRK has the shortest traveled distance. Finally, on the distribution of total traveled distance between Mobile Chargers there is not any remarkable difference between the performance on the two types of node deployment.
Conclusion
In this work we have studied the problem of efficient wireless power transfer in Wireless Rechargeable Sensor Networks. In such networks, Mobile Chargers traverse the network and wirelessly replenish the energy of sensor nodes. We first identify and investigate some critical issues and trade-offs of the Mobile Chargers configuration (i) what are good coordination procedures for the Mobile Chargers to perform and (ii) what are good trajectories for the Mobile Chargers to follow. In contrast to most current approaches, we envision methods that are distributed and use limited network information. We propose four new protocols for efficient charging assuming different levels of network knowledge (from global to local and no network knowledge), and different processing (from centralized to distributed).
